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Abstract
Affordable Braille actuators were designed, STL printed and tested for functionality, for the
purpose of creating full page refreshable Braille display and stand-alone Braille devices such as
calculators. Mechanical actuators with a cam-and-follower assembly were found to be suitable
for this project; and a non-scientific calculator was designed to implement these actuators. The
calculator built for this project is controlled by an Arduino board, has a five character displaygrid, 19 input buttons and a linear positioning system to traverse solenoids through the camand-follower arrays for activating the Braille pins.
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1.

Introduction

The most useful device that blind students can use for reading is the Braille Note-Taker, which
has refreshable Braille characters. This gadget is a portable substitute for Braille books that
were developed about two centuries ago. Braille Note-takers are however, expensive; costing
about $5000 per device. Most of the Braille Note-Takers are multi-function, handling emailing,
word-processing, web-browsing and calculator services, just to name a few functions.
Therefore, if a student needs a basic Braille calculator, for example, they have to buy the whole
Braille Note-taker device. The reason why there are no single-operation dedicated Braille
devices is that the actuators used to drive the Braille pins in the characters are Piezo polymers,
which are expensive, which also explains why the Note-Takers are expensive. Since the Piezo
actuators are costly and longitudinal in structure, they cannot be used to make full page Braille
display for graphics. This is a huge draw-back, especially for potential users in fields and careers
that use graphics.

An alternative to Piezo polymers is mechanical cam-follower assemblies that can be used to
drive Braille pins. Cam-followers can be designed to have a circular profile, which makes them
suitable for making full-page Braille display.

2.

Background

Braille is a special alphabet used for helping the blind to read. It was introduced about two
centuries ago by Louis Braille, through a modification of a night-reading technique. Before

electronic Braille devices were invented, Braille came in books, which had thick pages for
punching in the Braille dots. These books could be used for text and graphics, but required a
special Braille printer for production. The books were inconveniently heavy and big, making it
difficult for people to carry around and use. Unlike Braille books, electronic Braille devices such
as the Note-Taker, have refreshable Braille, which allows users to read text on a single line and
electronically scroll through pages oft ext.

The standard Braille character has a 3X2 pin array, with an average spacing of 2.4mm between
pins of the same cell, as shown in Table Al in the Appendix. The National Library Service for the
blind and physically handicapped requires this spacing to be met for any Braille book or device
that is used by blind readers.

Piezo polymers are used in Braille devices because of their physical property, which allows
them to expand when a voltage is driven through them. This expansion is manipulated by
morphing a Piezo strip and another material that does not expand with voltage, such as
ceramic. The resulting bimorph behaves in the same manner as a thermostat strip; bending on
one end, when a voltage is driven through it. The vertical component of this deformation is
used to drive Braille pins up and down.

3.

Architecture

3.1

Mechanical Design

Cam-Follower Assembly

Mechanical click-pens use a cam and follower assembly that is made up of five basic parts; the
groove, cam, follower, spring and pin. The parts function together to form a manually toggled
system that has two states. The groove, as shown in Figure 1 below is designed to hold the rest
of the pieces, the cam pushes the follower, which, depending on the assembly's current state,
rotates to a resting position that places the pin in a high or low state. The spring ensures that
the follower slides into the "high" and "low" grooves every time the cam is active. Using camfollowers, each Braille pin then has this assembly below it, which is driven by a stroke solenoid.
According to the Center of Braille Innovation, under loading such as the touch of a Braille
reader's finger, a pin should provide at least 20 grams of lifting force and have a vertical
depression of less than O.lmm from its top height. The cam-follower approach meets this
requirement by having the follower resting on the "ON" state grooves and locking in place until
it is pushed by the cam, making it impossible to move it down, even with a force many times
greater than 20 grams.

cam-follower holder

Figure 1: ON and OFF cam-follower actuator state. The solenoids used to drive the assembly are
excluded from the figure.

In order to test the functionality of the cam-follower assembly mechanism, a single character
Braille display was designed. The cam-follower for this machine was extracted from a Pilot
Retractable pen; six solenoids driven by an Arduino circuit were placed under the assembly and
the chassis for the machine was designed in SolidWorks CAD and 3D printed using the school's
printer. The design and setup of this device are shown in Figure 2 and 3 below. A video demo of
the single-character display functionality can be found on the following YouTube link:
http://www.youtube.com!watch?v=LEMdf3dL3kY
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Figure 2: 30 and render real view of the single-character Braille display
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Figure 3: Real-view rendered model of the single-character Braille display, The arrangement of
the solenoids is shown in the figure.

The cam-follower concept was tested using a simple Arduino program that took keyboard
letters as input, translated the letters through a Braille character library and displayed Braille
characters on the single character display. After testing the single Braille character display, the
same cam-follower design was used to fabricate the parts for a cam-follower assembly which
was printed using Stereolithography printing services from outside a company called
ProtoCAM. The parts were scaled down by a factor of 0.6, allowing pins in the same cell to have
a spacing of 1l.lmm, at the least. Even though this was about 4.4 times the standard spacing,
this allowed the solenoids to fit under the assembly; the cam-follower dimensions were
dependent on the solenoid size.

Solenoid Selector

The push-type solenoids used for this project each had a weight of ~10g. If a single solenoid was
used for each Braille pin, the final device built would have had a total additional weight of
0.2kg, which would have been one of the disadvantages of using that technique. Therefore,
instead of having a solenoid for each pin, a one character solenoid-set was designed, which
could traverse through the display grid and activate pins in each of the Braille characters.
Moving from one character to the other took this linear positioning system about a second,
summing to an average refresh time of five seconds for the whole display panel. Figure 4 below
shows a model ofthe solenoid holder.
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Figure 4: Solenoid holder showing the two cavities for holding the positioning system's shafts

Linear Positioning System

Using a linear positioning system removed over 20% of the total weight of the calculator. The
mechanism used only the number of solenoid that could drive a single character and were
made to step through each of the characters and strike the cams under the Braille pins. A
NEMA-8 stepper motor was used to drive a pulley and shaft mechanism which held the 3D
printed solenoid block. The spiral precision shaft was connected to the motor by a positioning
belt as shown in Figure 5 below. It was efficient to not directly attach the motor to the chassis,
hence a motor-holder that could slide into a pair of grooves in the chassis was designed and
printed, as shown in Figure A4 in the Appendix.
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Figure 5: Linear positioning system, shown with six pin character display grid concept.

Chassis

The final chassis monocoque is shown in Figure 6 below. A uni-body design approach was used,
so that the chassis would hold and support the rest of the components that contributed to the
device functionality. The front face has a unit for embracing the display grid and openings for
exposing the push buttons on the PCB. The rear-side has a bare-back with a clip-on cover. The
interior design of the body bears the PCB unit, the linear selector mechanism and has grooves
for sliding in the fail-safe 20 solenoid assembly shown in Figure 7 below. All of the peripheral
components were designed to slide/slip into the chassis, without the need for screws or glue.
This was achieved through part mating in SolidWorks, and took out the need for drilling holes
and the weight from adding screws.
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Figure 6: CAD Chassis model, used for 3D printing the final product's chassis
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Figure 7: 20 solenoid holder CAD model, intended to be used as fail-safe if the positioning
system did not work.

Peripheral Components

The rest ofthe 3D printed plastic materials used in the calculator are shown in Appendix 7.2.

3.2

Electrical Design

Arduino Circuit

An Arduino mega 2560 board was used as the central micro-controller for the Braille calculator.
The operating circuit included pushbuttons, a stepper-motor-controller, solenoids, stepper
motor and electrical components such as resistors, diodes and transistors. Figure 8 below
shows a representation of the circuit assembly. 19 pushbuttons were used for input; the
numbers 0-9, the basic math symbols, the period, the square operator, the square-root
operator, a delete button (for removing a single letter from the display) and the ON/CLEAR
button, for refreshing the display grid. The buttons had dimensions suitable for 3D printing, and
were designed so that they had Braille dots to represent the input characters.

PUSH-BUTTON
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Figure 8: Simplified Arduino circuit showing the pushbuttons set-up, solenoid sub-circuit and the
stepper motor controller connected to an Arduino mega 2560 board.

Printed Circuit Board

After the circuit shown in Figure 8 above was tested on a breadboard, MultiSim and UltiBoard
(circuit design software) were used to create a double-sided printed-circuit-board that could
hold all the electronic components in the calculator. The front side of the PCB held the 19
pushbuttons and several resistors, whilst the back-side of the board held the stepper motor
controller soldered, female pins for connecting the solenoids and motor, transistors and diodes
for the solenoids and male pins to connect to the Arduino board, making a PCB shield for the
Arduino board. Figures 9 and 10 below show the MultiSim and physical PCB respectively.

Figure 9: UltiBoard schematic showing the physical structure of the PCB. Note the T shape for
fitting into th e c h ass is interior and th e yellow holes for connecting to th e c hass is

Figure 10: Front and back side of the PCB. The front side holds the pushbuttons and some
resistors, whilst the back side has pins for connecting the Arduino board and the Easy-driver
motor controller.

3.3

Arduino Software

The Arduino software in Appendix 7.5 was used to control all the electrical components in the
Braille calculator. A reference library for push buttons held the integer pin number of the input
buttons and the calculator functions they represented. When a button was activated, a
compiler function would determine if the input was a number or a symbol, converting and

appending the integer to a char array, if the input was a digit or storing the input as an
operator, if it was not a digit. If the button representing the equal sign was triggered, the
compiler would then gather operators input by the user and the first and second char arrays,
converted them to integers and passed them to a calculator function. The calculator function
would then determine the input operators and perform the math calculations and send the
result to a display function. The display function had character and solenoid selector position

memory, which allowed the program to know where the selector was positioned, and how
much to move it to get to a required character position. The state of each of the display-grid
characters was stored in the character memory, enabling the precise solenoids to be triggered
when the selector was below the characters' cam-follower assembly. A special 'debounce'
function was built to prevent short contacts caused by ripple currents caused by a single button
push, resulting in multiple button press readings.

4.

Implementation and Results

4.1

Mechanical Design Results

Using SolidWorks CAD, the parts that were designed and 3D printed had slide in grooves and
holes which made it possible to fit in extra components without the need to drill or machine-off
parts of the uni-body chassis. This worked well for all the components, including the positioning
system, which did not seize along its path.

The first set of cam-follower pieces was sent to ProtoCAM for STL printing. The cam-follower
parts, shown in Figure 11 below, did not work, due to the parts not sliding properly against each
other. This was due to the three-tooth design approach, which was meant to reduce the detail
in the parts, but ended up diminishing the contact area of the parts as well. An alternative,
four-tooth design was made, by scaling down the cam-follower design in retractable pens.
Figure 1 shows the four-tooth design. Testing these parts before printing would have cost
$1500, since the parts had to be sent off to a company that does testing and part adjustment;

SolidWorks Simulation could not be used to test the assembly functionality. The total cost for
testing and printing would have come up to $2825; therefore, mechanical-pen cam-follower
parts were used for the final product instead. Due to the 10.1 diameter of the groove parts, the
spacing in between each pin was 11.1mm. It was unnecessary to increase this spacing for pins
between two adjacent characters, since only five characters could be displayed using
mechanical-pen actuators. Consequently, tactile bars were designed to go on the display grid
and separate each character from the next.

Figure 11: Three tooth cam-follower assembly

4.2

Electrical Design Results

The PCB was designed to integrate all the electrical components that made the calculator work,
thereby removing all the connecting wires and breadboard, and having a compact fit into the

chassis interior. When the linear positioning system was tested on the breadboard, it yielded a
refresh rate of about one second per character, making the total refreshing time of the device
five seconds. The breadboard prototype of the whole circuit worked; however, the PCB did not
work as expected; turning off and heating the Arduino when it was connected to the shield
pins. The soldering was removed, to rid of any potential soldering short circuit. Unfortunately,
the problem persisted even after re-soldering the PCB.

4.3

Technical Details

The following are the technical features of the Braille calculator; some of the details, derived
from the breadboard prototype, are predictions of how the Braille calculator would have
worked ifthe PCB did not have a fault.

Total weight - 400g (with linear positioning), SOOg (with solenoid per pin)

12V wall-plug in input - powered Arduino board, which powered motor, motor driver and
solenoids

Refresh rate - S seconds

Dimensions - W: IS. Scm, L: 17.4cm, H: 4.7cm

19 input buttons - basic math calculations

S character display - with 4 pins per character (all Braille numbers and math symbols can be
formed using four pins; possible combinations are shown in Appendix ###)

5.

Discussion

5.1

Performance

A half a kilogram calculator with moveable mechanical parts is not an ideal device for the
refreshable Braille device family. However, for a first of its kind, the Braille calculator, if the PCB
had worked, would have been a good start at building actuators that can be used for full page
display and for designing stand-alone Braille devices. The weight of the calculator cannot be
ignored, especially if there are 20 solenoids powering the Braille cam-follower assembly.
However, with this setup, the refresh time for the display is only a fraction of a second, making
it efficient.

The cam-follower assembly built from pen parts was not always reliable; 5% of the times, the
pins got stuck during state toggling, which was caused by imperfections in the alignment of the
parts. Resultantly, the pin state on the display grid would not match the pin in the character
memory. This was corrected manually, but could also be fixed by introducing an override
function in the calculator, that would allow the solenoid-selector to move to specific parts of
the display grid to strike pins that were in a state opposite to the one in the character memory.

5.2

Future Improvements

If the cam-follower concept were to be miniaturized, they could be used to make a full-page
display unit. The full-page Braille device would then have an x-y positioning system, or an array
of solenoids that could be traversed along the y-axis of the display grid. Such an extension

would put more weight on the device, unless micro-solenoids for driving the pins were
developed, especially for this purpose.

Mechanical actuators are not the most efficient ways to make refreshable Braille devices; the
solution to having gadget such as iPads or Kindle, with tactile display, such as in Figure 12
below, might lie in crystalline, organic and polymer materials that exhibit electromechanical
properties and yielding large expansions for small currents/voltages, shape memory alloys or
micro-fluidic. Current research and development has been extensively with piezo-electric
materials, which tend to be expensive and require high operating voltages, making them
uneconomical for hand-held devices. Having full-page display will introduce blind people to
careers such as art, architecture, engineering and statistics.

Figure 12: Concept of full-page Braille display: www.tuvie.com

6.

Conclusion

Just like any other engineering design process, the first stages of fabricating alternative Braille
actuators was costly, due to parts not functioning as expected and the simulation, testing and
adjustment that had to be done to the prototype assemblies. The expense of building
alternative actuators and devices to use them is expected to go down once the optimum parts
are created; manufacturing methods such as cast molding can then be used to make the plastic
parts, which is cheaper in comparison to stereo-lithography printing.

Braille actuators can be mechanical and still effective if the parts are miniaturized and smaller
solenoids are built. Linear positioning is a useful technique for reducing a Braille device's
weight, but it consumes more power and adds to the refreshing time of the device. Designing
and using micro solenoids, combined with micro cam-follower assemblies could result in a full
page displays that have superior refreshing rates and low power consumption.

7.

Appendix

7.1

CAD Diagrams

Figure Al: Display grid with ridges to separate the characters.

Figure A2: Note-taker Piezo bimorph strips, with one of the pins in an ON state.
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Figure A3: First finished calculator cancept.

7.2

Product Pictures

Figure A4: Inside the calculator chassis; a motor holder, pulley belt and motor are shown. Some
wires connect the solenoids in the yel/ow solenoid-holder piece to the brown PCB.

Figure AS: Front face of calculator~ with the display grid removed.

Figure A6: Front face of the calculator, showing exposed push buttons and the slide-in display
grid. The 20 solenoid holder is shown on top of the calculator.

Figure A7: Calculator and single character display.

7.3

Braille Patterns and Spacing Standards

The diagram below shows the structure of Braille pins as they are used to represent Braille
numbers. The rest of the 15 combinations are used for symbols in the calculator:
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Figure A8: Braille numbers; all represented by Jour-dots combinations.

Parameter

Minimum

Nominal

Maximum

Typical

Braille dot base diameter

1.4mm

1.5mm

1.6mm

1.5mm

Dot height (assuming no depression force from
user's finger)

O.48mm

O.5mm

O.9mm

O.7mm

Distance between centers of perpendicularly
adjacent dots in the same cell

2.3mm

2.5mm

2.6mm

2.45mm

Distance between centers of corresponding
dots in horizontally adjacent cells

6.1mm

6.35mm

6.5mm

6.42mm

Height of 6-dot braille cell lines

10mm

10.75mm

11.15mm

10.55mm

Height of 8-dot braille cell lines

12.25mm

13.25mm

13.75mm

13mm

Dot Spacing

Table Ai: Standard Braille spacing: National Library Service for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped of the Library of Congress.

7.4

Cost Estimation

-Piezo bimorph actuator: $20 per pin
-ProtoCAM (STL) - set-up cost: $350
- cost per pin: $35 (4 parts/pin)
-Total printing cost (7x6 parts): $1325
-Testing and adjustments (7x6 parts): $1500
-Mechanical pen actuators: $1.5 per pin
-Printed Circuit Board cost: $135
-Arduino and Motor controller: $60
-Solenoids (x24): $145
-Custom Springs (x25): $190

-Linear Positioning shafts and pulleys: $40
-Framework: 3D printed
-Electronic components: Lab
-Original Calculator Concept (7 char x 6 pins) - with STL printing & part testing: $3400
-Final Calculator Prototype: $600

7.5

Arduino Code

String number1 = "";
String number2 = "";
int operator1 ;
int sign1;
int sign2;
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

switchPin53
switchPin52
switchPin51
switchPin50
switchPin49
switchPin48
switchPin47
switchPin46
switchPin45
switchPin44
switchPin43
switchPin42
switchPin41
switchPin40
switchPin39
switchPin38
switchPin37
switchPin36
switchPin35

int
int
int
int
int

butlon53
butlon52
butlon51
butlon50
butlon49

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

53;
52;
51 ;
50;
49;
48;
47;
46;
45;
44;
43;
42;
41 ;
40;
39;
38;
37;
36;
35;

in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!
in!

butlon48
butlon47
butlon46
butlon45
butlon44
butlon43
butlon42
butlon41
butlon40
butlon39
butlon38
butlon37
butlon36
butlon35

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

boolean las!Butlon53 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon53 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon52 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon52 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon51 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon51 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon50 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon50 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon49 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon49 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon48 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon48 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon47 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon47 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon46 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon46 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon45 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon45 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon44 = LOW;
boolean curren!Butlon44 = LOW;
boolean las!Butlon43 = LOW;

boolean currentButlon43 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon42 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon42 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon41 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon41 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon40 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon40 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon39 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon39 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon38 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon38 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon37 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon37 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon36 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon36 = LOW;
boolean lastButlon35 = LOW;
boolean currentButlon35 = LOW;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void setupO
{
pinMode(switchPin53,
pinMode(switchPin52,
pinMode(switchPin51,
pinMode(switchPin50,
pinMode(switchPin49,
pinMode(switchPin48,
pinMode(switchPin47,
pinMode(switchPin46,
pinMode(switchPin45,
pinMode(switchPin44,
pinMode(switchPin43,
pinMode(switchPin42,
pinMode(switchPin41,
pinMode(switchPin40,
pinMode(switchPin39,
pinMode(switchPin38,
pinMode(switchPin37,

INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);

pinMode(switchPin36, INPUT);
pinMode(switchPin35, INPUT);
Serial. begin(9600);

}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
boolean debounce(boolean last, int switch Pin)

{
boolean current = digitaIRead(switchPin);
if (last != current)

{
delay(5);
current = digitaIRead(switchPin);

}
return current;

}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void compiler(int butlon1){
if ((butlon1 == 5311 butlon1 == 49 II butlon1 == 48 II butlon1 == 47 II butlon1 == 45 II
butlon1 == 4411 butlon1 == 43 II butlon1 == 41 II butlon1 == 40 II butlon1 == 39) &&
(operator1 != 50 && operator1 != 46 && operator1 != 42 && operator1 != 38)){
int butlonint = butlonintfinder(butlon1);
number1 = number1 + String(butlonint);
Serial.print(number1 [number1.lengthO-1]); //effectively display braille number on grid
}else if(butlon1 == 50 II butlon1 == 46 II butlon1 == 42 II butlon1 == 38){
//Serial. pri nt("operato r");
operator1 = butlon1 ;
//Serial.print(operator1); //effectively display braille number on grid
}else if(butlon1 == 51){
calculatorO;
}else if(operator1 == 37){
calculatorO;
}else if(operator1 == 38){
calculatorO;
}else if(butlon1 == 35){
//CLEAR BUTTON
operator1 = 0;
sign1 = 0;
sign2 = 0;

number1 = "";
number2 = "";
}else l*if(operator1 == 1211 operator1 == 11)*/{

int butlonint = butlonintfinder(butlon1);
IISerial. pri nt("n02");
number2 = number2 + String(butlonint);
Serial.print(number2[number2.lengthO-1]); Ileffectively display braille number on grid
}
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII
void calculatorO
{
int number1 int = stringtoint(number1);
IISerial.print("number1 ");
IISerial.print(number1 int);
Ilconsidered <if (number2 !=
Ilbut this is going to assume that no errors are made by the user
int number2int = stringtoint(number2);
liSe ria I. print("n um be r2");
liSe ria I. print(n um ber2int);

""»

if (operator1 == 50)
{
int result = int(number1 int) + int(number2int);
Serial.print(result);
IISerial. pri nt("pl us");
}else if(operator1 == 46)
{
int result = int(number1 int) - int(number2int);
Serial.print(result);
IISerial. pri nt("mi nus");
}else if(operator1 == 38)
{
int result = int(number1 int) I int(number2int);
Serial.print(result);
}else if(operator1 == 42)
{
int result = int(number1 int) * int(number2int);
Serial.print(result);
}else if(operator1 == 37)
{
int result = sqrt(int(number1 int));
Serial.print(result);
}
else if(operator1 == 36)
{
int result = int(number1 int) * int(number1 int);

Serial.print(result);
}
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII
int stringtoint(String string number)
{
char intbuf[12]; II make this at least big enough for the whole string
stringnumber.toCharArray(intbuf, sizeof(intbuf));
int intstring = atoi(intbuf);
liSe ria I. print(i ntstri ng);
return intstring;
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII
int butlonintfinder(int butlon)
{
int butlonint = butlon - 6;
return butlonint;
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII
void signfunctionO
{
if (number1 != O){
sign2 = 1;
}else{
sign1 = 1;
}
}
void loopO
{
butlon53 =
butlon52 =
butlon51 =
butlon50 =
butlon49 =
butlon48 =
butlon47 =
butlon46 =
butlon45 =
butlon44 =

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

butlon43
butlon42
butlon41
butlon40
butlon39
butlon38
butlon37
butlon36
butlon3S

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

Illoop for butlon S3
currentButlonS3 = debounce(lastButlonS3, switchPinS3);
if (lastButlonS3 == LOW && currentButlonS3 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPinS3);
Se ria I. print( switch PinS3);
}
lastButlonS3 = currentButlonS3;
Illoop for butlon S2
currentButlonS2 = debounce(lastButlonS2, switchPinS2);
if (lastButlonS2 == LOW && currentButlonS2 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPinS2);
Se ria I. print( switch PinS2);
}
lastButlonS2 = currentButlonS2;
Illoop for butlon S1
currentButlonS1 = debounce(lastButlonS1 , switchPinS1);
if (lastButlonS1 == LOW && currentButlonS1 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPinS1 );
signfunctionO;
Serial.print(switchPinS1 );
}
lastButlonS1 = currentButlonS1 ;
Illoop for butlon SO
currentButlonSO = debounce(lastButlonSO, switchPinSO);
if (lastButlonSO == LOW && currentButlonSO == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPinSO);
Se ria I. print( switch PinSO);
}
lastButlonSO = currentButlonSO;

Illoop for butlon 49
currentButlon49 = debounce(lastButlon49, switchPin49);
if (lastButlon49 == LOW && currentButlon49 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin49);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin49);
}
lastButlon49 = currentButlon49;
Illoop for butlon 48
currentButlon48 = debounce(lastButlon48, switchPin48);
if (lastButlon48 == LOW && currentButlon48 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin48);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin48);
}
lastButlon48 = currentButlon48;
Illoop for butlon 47
currentButlon47 = debounce(lastButlon47, switchPin47);
if (lastButlon47 == LOW && currentButlon47 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin47);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin4 7);
}
lastButlon47 = currentButlon47;
Illoop for butlon 46
currentButlon46 = debounce(lastButlon46, switchPin46);
if (lastButlon46 == LOW && currentButlon46 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin46);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin46);
}
lastButlon46 = currentButlon46;
Illoop for butlon 45
currentButlon45 = debounce(lastButlon45, switchPin45);
if (lastButlon45 == LOW && currentButlon45 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin45);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin45);
}
lastButlon45 = currentButlon45;

Illoop for button 44
currentButton44 = debounce(lastButton44, switchPin44);
if (lastButton44 == LOW && currentButton44 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin44);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin44);
}
lastButton44 = currentButton44;
Illoop for button 43
currentButton43 = debounce(lastButton43, switchPin43);
if (lastButton43 == LOW && currentButton43 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin43);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin43);
}
lastButton43 = currentButton43;
Illoop for button 42
currentButton42 = debounce(lastButton42, switchPin42);
if (lastButton42 == LOW && currentButton42 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin42);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin42);
}
lastButton42 = currentButton42;
Illoop for button 41
currentButton41 = debounce(lastButton41, switchPin41);
if (lastButton41 == LOW && currentButton41 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin41 );
Serial.print(switchPin41 );
}
lastButton41 = currentButton41;
Illoop for button 40
currentButton40 = debounce(lastButton40, switchPin40);
if (lastButton40 == LOW && currentButton40 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin40);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin40);
}
lastButton40 = currentButton40;
Illoop for button 39

currentButlon39 = debounce(lastButlon39, switchPin39);
if (lastButlon39 == LOW && currentButlon39 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin39);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin39);
}
lastButlon39 = currentButlon39;
Illoop for butlon 38
currentButlon38 = debounce(lastButlon38, switchPin38);
if (lastButlon38 == LOW && currentButlon38 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin38);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin38);
}
lastButlon38 = currentButlon38;
Illoop for butlon 37
currentButlon37 = debounce(lastButlon37, switchPin37);
if (lastButlon37 == LOW && currentButlon37 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin37);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin37);
}
lastButlon37 = currentButlon37;
Illoop for butlon 36
currentButlon36 = debounce(lastButlon36, switchPin36);
if (lastButlon36 == LOW && currentButlon36 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin36);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin36);
}
lastButlon36 = currentButlon36;
Illoop for butlon 35
currentButlon35 = debounce(lastButlon35, switchPin35);
if (lastButlon35 == LOW && currentButlon35 == HIGH)
{
compiler(switchPin35);
Se ria I. print( switch Pin35);
}
lastButlon35 = currentButlon35;

